INSTA SAN
INSTANT FOAM HAND SANITIZER

FEATURES
- NON-ALCOHOL FORMULA
- A PREMIUM, INSTANT LATHERING SANITIZER
- MILD ON HANDS
- FAST DRYING AND NON-STICKY
- CONTAINS A PROVEN ANTIMICROBIAL AGENT

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
INSTA SAN is a premium, instant, lathering hand sanitizer. This formulation features an exceptional skin feel, conditioning and moisturizing properties. It contains an antimicrobial agent proven effective in removing bacteria from hands. INSTA SAN kills 99.9% to 99.9999% of most common germs that may cause illness. INSTA SAN produces a rich lather that gently sanitizes skin. Safe on sensitive skin. Fresh scent makes hand sanitizing a pleasant experience.

AREAS OF USE
For use in all facilities, including restaurant, schools, office building, supermarkets etc.

USE DIRECTIONS
Dispense INSTA SAN directly from its shipping container into a foaming dispenser. Ready to use. Foaming Dispensers are available though your authorized INTEGRA distributor: AEQITTFHSD - Table Top

PACKAGING
PHK1134  2x1 Gallon Case